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Introduction. Large uncertainty in global/regional sea level 
projections among CMIP3-5  
§  50% of the spread in sea level is caused by Ocean Heat Content 

§  50% of Ocean Heat Uptake is caused by vertical heat 
transport processes 

§  Large disagreement coincides with regions of maximum sea-level 
rise in the Southern Ocean and North Atlantic 
§  Key regions to transport heat and other tracers to deep ocean 
§  Important role of OHC in Earth’s climate energy budget 

Figure 2: Global ocean zonal mean temperature (left, °C) and salinity (right, psu). (a) 
observations; (b) model errors, defined as [last 10-year average – observations (WOA2009)] 

Considerations 
§  The ACCESS-OM2 produces results comparable to other CORE-II 

models (Griffies et al., 2014) 
§  Weak warming tendency occurs along the inter annual cycles, 

although the annual mean, volume-weighted global ocean 
temperature remains reasonably constant 

§  The surface boundary heating comes mainly from air-sea flux: the net 
surface heating is the residual between radiative and turbulent fluxes 

§  Runoff is secondly important for the net surface boundary heating – 
cooling of the global ocean, while precipitation-evaporation warms it.  

§  Next steps: 
§  Do fully closed ocean heat budget: investigate vertical transport 

(surface heat budget) and transport convergence (vertically 
integrated heat budget) 

§  JRA-55 experiment: quantify differences of surface heating from 
the forcing 

§  Eddy-permitting resolution: effects of parameterized resolved 
transport 

§  FAFMIP experimets – using coupled model ACCESS-CM2, 
investigate separetely effects of momentum (wind stress), heat 
and freshwater 
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Figure 1: Simulated evolution of the annual mean, volume-weighted global ocean (a) potential 
temperature (°C) and (b) salinity (psu). 

Figure 4 Annual mean time series of ocean fields: (a) global mean surface ocean temperature. (b) 
Global ocean area-averaged heat flux crossing ocean surface boundary, with positives values for heat 
entering the ocean. (c) Global area-averaged, depth-integrated heating tendency. (d) Global ocean 
area-averaged surface heat flux coupler components (radiative and turbulent fluxes). 

Objective: 
§  Investigate differences in Ocean Heat Uptake and redistribution in 

the ACCESS-OM under both CORE-II and JRA-55 forcing 
§  Perform a fully closed ocean heat budget analysis of ACCESS 

modelling system Figure 3: Sea surface temperature and salinity biases (model – WOA2009 observation). (a) 
temperature in °C and (b) salinity in psu. 

Methods: 
§  ACCESS-OM2: ocean (MOM5), sea-ice (CICE5.0) coupled 

model 
§  CORE-II Inter Annual Forcing: 4 cycles of 60 years: Done 
§  JRA-55 Inter Annual Forcing: downloading last version (v0.4) 
 

Results: 
•  Relative to CORE-II Inter Annual run: 

•  Model ocean climate = last 10-year average 

Chapter 5. Ocean heat transport and heat budgets Section 5.8

seawater through boundary mixing processes. It is therefore physically sensible to combine the pro-
cesses we term “mixing” with the non-advective boundary fluxes.

non-advective boundary + mixing = temp vdiffuse sbc+ frazil 2d+ sw heat

+ temp vdiffuse diff cbt+ temp nonlocal KPP+ temp eta smooth

+ neutral diffusion temp+ temp vdiffuse k33

+ temp xlandmix+ temp xlandinsert.
(5.86)

Again, the terms neutral diffusion temp, temp vdiffuse k33, temp xlandmix, and temp xlandinsert
are absent in the CM2.5 and CM2.6 simulations.

5.8.2 Global mean surface ocean temperature
We start our discussion of the surface heat budget by considering the global mean of the surface ocean
temperature. Horizontally integrating equation (5.76) to leads to the surface heat budget
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where we dropped the source term. Global surface ocean heat is thus impacted by vertical transport
through advection and subgrid scale processes, and by boundary fluxes. This decomposition of ocean
heating follows that proposed in Section 5.8.1.1.

Figure 5.17 shows the annual mean time series for the global mean temperature within the ocean
surface in the CM2-O suite of simulations, with this diagnostic computed according to4

h⇥ik=1 =

R
k=1⇥dAdz
R
k=1 dAdz

. (5.88)

The global volume of the surface grid cell,

Vk=1 =
Z

k=1
dAdz (5.89)

remains relatively steady in time, largely due to the use of z⇤ as a vertical coordinate whereby trends in
sea level (Figure 4.4) are distributed throughout the full depth. Hence, variability in the averaged surface
temperature (5.88) is dominated by variations in dthe numerator, which measures the heat within the
top grid cells. It is notable that the CM2.6 simulation exhibits the least drift in Figure 5.17 from initial
conditions, whereas the two coarser models generally cool during the first few decades.

Recall that the global mean temperature, averaged over the full ocean, steadily rises for each of the
three models (Figure 5.9). Hence, a net uptake of heat into the ocean, thus increasing the global mean
ocean temperature according to equation (5.31), does not necessarily mean the surface temperature in-
creases (Figure 5.17). The reason is that surface boundary heating can be readily transported into the
ocean interior through vertical advective and subgrid scale transfer, as per the budget shown in equation
(5.87).

We illustrate this process in Figure 5.18 by showing a time series for the horizontally integrated heat
accumulated in the surface ocean cells, the corresponding heat transported vertically, and the contribu-
tion from surface boundary fluxes. The net heat remaining in the surface ocean is indeed a small residual

4Since the top grid cell has a time-dependent thickness, this diagnostic is slightly distinct from the area averaged sea surface
temperature (SST) computed without the thickness weighting. Nonetheless, the area averaged SST and grid cell averaged surface
temperature exhibit very similar quantitative behaviour. The reason is that the top grid cell in a z⇤ model has a thickness that remains
very close to the constant resting value of 10 m in the A CM2-O suite.
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•  Surface Heat Budget 

 Sfc_hflux_coupler = radiative + turbulent 



- Large spread in thermosteric Sea Level projections (30-50% of GMLSR)
- Part due to climate sensitivity (atmospheric) and part is due to ocean response
- Large variation in ocean heat efficiency among CMIP models (Kuhlbrodt & Gregory 2012)

MotivationJ. M. Gregory et al.: Flux-Anomaly-Forced Model Intercomparison Project 3995
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Figure 1. (a) Ensemble mean and (b) ensemble standard deviation of CMIP5 AOGCMs for the projected change 1⇣ in ocean dynamic
sea level for 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 under the mid-range scenario RCP4.5, expressed as percentages of ensemble-mean
global-mean sea-level rise h✓ due to thermal expansion for the same scenario.

duction of salinity (Meehl et al., 2007; Griffies et al., 2014),
consistent with greater precipitation and river inflow.

Bouttes et al. (2012) investigated how much of the model
spread in CMIP5 1⇣ was caused by the AOGCMs’ different
projections of surface momentum flux change in response
to increasing CO2. They did so by computing the field of
surface wind-stress change simulated for doubled CO2 by
each CMIP5 AOGCM, and imposed these fields as pertur-
bations in a set of experiments (one for each CMIP5 model)
with the FAMOUS AOGCM (Smith et al., 2008), which is a
low-resolution and consequently relatively inexpensive ver-
sion of HadCM3. Bouttes et al. (2014) carried out a cor-
responding study for surface heat flux and freshwater flux
changes. These studies show that part of the model spread
in 1⇣ arises from the spread of surface flux changes pre-
dicted by AOGCMs (Bouttes and Gregory, 2014), especially
regarding the amplitude of the changes.

However, the FAMOUS experiments tend to be similar in
their patterns of change; they do not reproduce the diversity
of patterns of 1⇣ in the AOGCMs supplying the surface flux
perturbations. The unexplained model spread in patterns and
amplitude of 1⇣ must arise from dependence on the ocean
model formulation and unperturbed state. These aspects are
so far largely unexplored and need further constraint, but
comparisons of the ocean response in AOGCMs are com-
plicated by their different predictions of changes to surface
fluxes experienced by the ocean.

Consequently, the Flux-Anomaly-Forced Model Inter-
comparison Project (FAFMIP) was proposed to isolate the
ocean uncertainty, by comparing results from AOGCM ex-
periments in which model-independent surface flux perturba-
tions are imposed on the ocean. FAFMIP is a component of
CMIP6, the phase of CMIP which is now beginning (Eyring
et al., 2016). At the time of writing there were 10 mod-
elling groups planning to run FAFMIP experiments as part of
their contributions to CMIP6, namely ACCESS (Australia),
CCCma/CanESM (Canada), CNRM/CERFACS (France),
GFDL (USA), GISS (USA), IPSL (France), MIROC (Japan),
MPI-ESM (Germany), MRI (Japan) and UKESM (UK).
FAFMIP is an element of the science plan for the World Cli-

mate Research Programme (WCRP) Grand Challenge on re-
gional sea-level change and coastal impacts.

The AOGCMs participating in FAFMIP will include new
three-dimensional ocean diagnostics of the rates of change
of temperature and salinity due to the individual processes
which transport heat and salt within the ocean (resolved ad-
vection, dianeutral mixing, etc.). Such ocean process-based
diagnostics have previously been included in only a small
number of models (e.g. Gregory, 2000; Huang et al., 2003;
Morrison et al., 2013, 2016; Palter et al., 2014; Exarchou
et al., 2015; Griffies et al., 2015; Kuhlbrodt et al., 2015), and
cannot be estimated accurately from other archived data. The
FAFMIP experiments and diagnostics will for the first time
permit us to attribute differences in the ocean among a wide
range of models in the unperturbed state and in CO2-forced
climate change to particular processes and aspects of model
formulation.

The FAFMIP experiments will provide information on the
sensitivity of the AMOC to buoyancy forcing of the magni-
tude and pattern of that predicted for CO2 forcing, and will
support investigation of the correlation between ocean heat
uptake efficiency and the magnitude of the AMOC (Rugen-
stein et al., 2013; Winton et al., 2014; Kostov et al., 2014).
The application of common perturbations to surface fluxes
in FAFMIP will provide information about the ocean’s role
in determining patterns of sea-surface temperature change
worldwide (of relevance to the Grand Challenge on clouds,
circulation and climate sensitivity). Similarly the results will
be of relevance to studies of subsurface ocean temperature
change in the vicinity of Greenland and Antarctic ice shelves
(Yin et al., 2011; Spence et al., 2014; Stewart and Thomp-
son, 2015), where warming may promote basal melting of
ice shelves and consequent sea-level rise through the effect
on ice-sheet dynamics (of relevance to the Grand Challenge
on melting ice and global consequences, as well as sea level).

FAFMIP will thus help with understanding and account-
ing for the spread in simulated ocean responses in general to
changes in surface fluxes resulting from CO2 forcing. In the
next section we describe the design of FAFMIP, and in the
following section we present preliminary results from exper-

www.geosci-model-dev.net/9/3993/2016/ Geosci. Model Dev., 9, 3993–4017, 2016

Gregory et al (2016)



- Isolate the oceanic response
   - sfc flux perturbation obtained from CMIP5 
MMM (2xCO2)
- Force CMIP6/FAFMIP models with same 
perturbation
   - including process-based diagnostics

Flux-Anomaly-Forced MIP (FAFMIP)

Gregory et al (2016)Surface heat fluxes

Ocean heat transp.



- Additional tracers: TA (added) and TR (redist.)
   - Added heat only feels the heat flux perturbation (F)

   - Redistributed heat does not feel F, it’s only affected by 
climatological sfc heat flux (Q)

Flux-Anomaly-Forced MIP (FAFMIP)
Decomposition into added (passive) and redistributed heat tracers:

Gregory et al (2016)



- Previous studies found a global heat balance (in steady 
state) -> mean advection (ADV) and eddy-induced 
transport (EIT)
- Framework for process-based studies: Super-residual 
transport (Kuhlbrodt et al 2015, Dias et al, 2020):
                      SRT = ADV + EIT

Vertical Heat Fluxes

Dias et al (2020)

Upward Downward

Globally-integ. heat convergences
Heat [W.m-3]

*zonally-integrated

ADV EIT SRT+ =



- Two regimes:
   1) Deep mixed layers: counterbalance cooling from vertical mixing processes (KPP, 

SUB, CON) ➡ formation of dense water masses

   2) Ocean interior (below MLD): re-circulate water masses along isopycnals 

counterbalanced by dianeutral mixing (erosion) ➡ Munk’s advective-diffusive balance

SRT framework

Dias et al (2020)



- ACCESS-OM2 (Kiss et al 2020) 1-degree global model: MOM5 + CICE5.1
- spun up with JRA55-do (Tsujino et al 2018) Repeat Year Forcing for 1000yrs
- Perturbed with FAFMIP flux anomalies (Gregory et al 2016) for another 80yrs
- SSS restoring switched to flux form - no effect on the FW perturbation

FAFMIP-OGCM experiments
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!OHC faf-all (avg years 61-80)

- Ocean heat storage: larger in Atlantic than other basins
- Passive warming: mid-latudes and North Atlantic/Arctic
- Redistribution: cooling at subtropical gyres, warming at 
tropics, ACC and Gulf Stream/NAC

Objective: investigate the mechanisms of 
redistributed warming at low latitudes and along the 
northern boundary of the ACC

Ocean Heat Content changes:



- Added heat storage (NET) at mid-latitudes 
and North Atlantic/Arctic
   - Heat uptake by vertical mixing processes 
(DIA, KPP, CON)
   - Advected equatorward by SRT

Sfc heat flux perturbation and TA heat transport

*vertically-integrated 10-2000m



- Changes in mixed layers = vert. Mixing 
processes
- Advected via ventilation pathways = SRT

TA heat transport: zonal perspective

*vertically-integrated 10-2000m

Atlantic Ocean Zonally-integrated



- Redistribution of heat:
  - cools subtropical gyres 
  - warm tropical latitudes (+ SPNA)
  - stronger cooling (North Atlantic); warming 
in the South Atlantic Gyre 
  - warming at Subtropical Front of the ACC

- Primarily driven by advective changes 
(SRT), rather than changes in vertical mixing
- results in an ocean-driven surface heat flux 
“feedback” (even it’s an OGCM)

Sfc heat flux perturbation and TR heat transport

*vertically-integrated 10-2000m



- upper-1000m: redistribution of heat from 
subtropics (passive heat gain) to tropics
- 1000-2000m depth: changes in mode and deep 
water formation/sink of isopycnals

TR heat transport: zonal perspective

Atlantic Ocean

*vertically-integrated 10-2000m

Zonally-integrated



- Decrease of poleward SRT by the Gulf Stream (and 
North Brazil/Guiana C.)
- Increase of SRT via EBCs and Equatorial Currents

Mechanisms of heat redistribution

1) Reduced poleward heat 
transport Northern 
Hemisphere = Tropical 
warming



- Increase of poleward SRT by Brazil Current:
   - part of the heat goes back to tropics via stronger 
transport by EBCs
   - part converges at the subtropical front

2) Increased poleward heat 
transport Southern 
Hemisphere = Tropical and 
subtropical front warming

Mechanisms of heat redistribution



- Increasing stratification in the subtrop. Gyres
   - all basins except the South Atlantic
   - strengthen barrier at the gyre circulation between upper/lower thermocline 
   - intensified EBCs (shallower than WBCs)
- Opposite changes in stratification where heat is stored due to redistribution:
   - Decrease stratification in the tropics & in the northern boundary of the ACC

Changes in upper-ocean stratification

S = [⍴300m - ⍴sfc ] kg m-3



- Importance of heat redistribution:

    - main mechanism (65%) of tropical warming, that results in an redistribution “feedback” (e.g. Garuba & Klinger 2018)

    - contributes to heat storage (25%) in the mid-latitude Southern Ocean (aligned with recent work of Chen et al 

2019)

- Redistribution is dominated by the Super-residual Transport (ADV + EIT)

   - Increased heat transport from EBCs and Equatorial currents play a key role in store heat at low latitudes

   - WBCs have distinct responses to 2xCO2 scenario depending on basin (Yang et al 2016)

      - Increased stratification of the Gyres accelerates surface currents (e.g. Wang et al 2015, Luo et al 2018, Li et al 2019).

   - Brazil Current heat transport increases at all depths -> heat convergence and storage in the STF

      - in addition to a strengthened and poleward shifted ACC

Conclusions



Thanks for your attention!
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Introduction. Large uncertainty in global/regional sea level 
projections among CMIP3-5  
§  50% of the spread in sea level is caused by Ocean Heat Content 

§  50% of Ocean Heat Uptake is caused by vertical heat 
transport processes 

§  Large disagreement coincides with regions of maximum sea-level 
rise in the Southern Ocean and North Atlantic 
§  Key regions to transport heat and other tracers to deep ocean 
§  Important role of OHC in Earth’s climate energy budget 

Figure 2: Global ocean zonal mean temperature (left, °C) and salinity (right, psu). (a) 
observations; (b) model errors, defined as [last 10-year average – observations (WOA2009)] 

Considerations 
§  The ACCESS-OM2 produces results comparable to other CORE-II 

models (Griffies et al., 2014) 
§  Weak warming tendency occurs along the inter annual cycles, 

although the annual mean, volume-weighted global ocean 
temperature remains reasonably constant 

§  The surface boundary heating comes mainly from air-sea flux: the net 
surface heating is the residual between radiative and turbulent fluxes 

§  Runoff is secondly important for the net surface boundary heating – 
cooling of the global ocean, while precipitation-evaporation warms it.  

§  Next steps: 
§  Do fully closed ocean heat budget: investigate vertical transport 

(surface heat budget) and transport convergence (vertically 
integrated heat budget) 

§  JRA-55 experiment: quantify differences of surface heating from 
the forcing 

§  Eddy-permitting resolution: effects of parameterized resolved 
transport 

§  FAFMIP experimets – using coupled model ACCESS-CM2, 
investigate separetely effects of momentum (wind stress), heat 
and freshwater 
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Figure 1: Simulated evolution of the annual mean, volume-weighted global ocean (a) potential 
temperature (°C) and (b) salinity (psu). 

Figure 4 Annual mean time series of ocean fields: (a) global mean surface ocean temperature. (b) 
Global ocean area-averaged heat flux crossing ocean surface boundary, with positives values for heat 
entering the ocean. (c) Global area-averaged, depth-integrated heating tendency. (d) Global ocean 
area-averaged surface heat flux coupler components (radiative and turbulent fluxes). 

Objective: 
§  Investigate differences in Ocean Heat Uptake and redistribution in 

the ACCESS-OM under both CORE-II and JRA-55 forcing 
§  Perform a fully closed ocean heat budget analysis of ACCESS 

modelling system Figure 3: Sea surface temperature and salinity biases (model – WOA2009 observation). (a) 
temperature in °C and (b) salinity in psu. 

Methods: 
§  ACCESS-OM2: ocean (MOM5), sea-ice (CICE5.0) coupled 

model 
§  CORE-II Inter Annual Forcing: 4 cycles of 60 years: Done 
§  JRA-55 Inter Annual Forcing: downloading last version (v0.4) 
 

Results: 
•  Relative to CORE-II Inter Annual run: 

•  Model ocean climate = last 10-year average 

Chapter 5. Ocean heat transport and heat budgets Section 5.8

seawater through boundary mixing processes. It is therefore physically sensible to combine the pro-
cesses we term “mixing” with the non-advective boundary fluxes.

non-advective boundary + mixing = temp vdiffuse sbc+ frazil 2d+ sw heat

+ temp vdiffuse diff cbt+ temp nonlocal KPP+ temp eta smooth

+ neutral diffusion temp+ temp vdiffuse k33

+ temp xlandmix+ temp xlandinsert.
(5.86)

Again, the terms neutral diffusion temp, temp vdiffuse k33, temp xlandmix, and temp xlandinsert
are absent in the CM2.5 and CM2.6 simulations.

5.8.2 Global mean surface ocean temperature
We start our discussion of the surface heat budget by considering the global mean of the surface ocean
temperature. Horizontally integrating equation (5.76) to leads to the surface heat budget
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where we dropped the source term. Global surface ocean heat is thus impacted by vertical transport
through advection and subgrid scale processes, and by boundary fluxes. This decomposition of ocean
heating follows that proposed in Section 5.8.1.1.

Figure 5.17 shows the annual mean time series for the global mean temperature within the ocean
surface in the CM2-O suite of simulations, with this diagnostic computed according to4

h⇥ik=1 =

R
k=1⇥dAdz
R
k=1 dAdz

. (5.88)

The global volume of the surface grid cell,

Vk=1 =
Z

k=1
dAdz (5.89)

remains relatively steady in time, largely due to the use of z⇤ as a vertical coordinate whereby trends in
sea level (Figure 4.4) are distributed throughout the full depth. Hence, variability in the averaged surface
temperature (5.88) is dominated by variations in dthe numerator, which measures the heat within the
top grid cells. It is notable that the CM2.6 simulation exhibits the least drift in Figure 5.17 from initial
conditions, whereas the two coarser models generally cool during the first few decades.

Recall that the global mean temperature, averaged over the full ocean, steadily rises for each of the
three models (Figure 5.9). Hence, a net uptake of heat into the ocean, thus increasing the global mean
ocean temperature according to equation (5.31), does not necessarily mean the surface temperature in-
creases (Figure 5.17). The reason is that surface boundary heating can be readily transported into the
ocean interior through vertical advective and subgrid scale transfer, as per the budget shown in equation
(5.87).

We illustrate this process in Figure 5.18 by showing a time series for the horizontally integrated heat
accumulated in the surface ocean cells, the corresponding heat transported vertically, and the contribu-
tion from surface boundary fluxes. The net heat remaining in the surface ocean is indeed a small residual

4Since the top grid cell has a time-dependent thickness, this diagnostic is slightly distinct from the area averaged sea surface
temperature (SST) computed without the thickness weighting. Nonetheless, the area averaged SST and grid cell averaged surface
temperature exhibit very similar quantitative behaviour. The reason is that the top grid cell in a z⇤ model has a thickness that remains
very close to the constant resting value of 10 m in the A CM2-O suite.
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•  Surface Heat Budget 

 Sfc_hflux_coupler = radiative + turbulent 


